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Fans of Douglas Adams' Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy and Good Omens - your wait is over!
The next ridiculous sci-fi fantasy series from a snarky British guy is here!And now you can
experience the complete Doomsayer Journeys Trilogy in one volume!The Last VolunteerThe fate
of the world lies with one man: Bip Plunkerton.Talentless psyentist and frequent drinker at The
Empty Goat, young Bip Plunkerton will follow in his father’s footsteps as a Volunteer…footsteps
that have yet to return from the wilds of the wide world outside.Traverse the harsh weather of the
formidable Ice Plains, navigate the Boiling Sea, and suffer the ravaging heat of the Bone Desert.
Bip’s impossible task, continually thwarted by the semi-corporeal Mr. Random, is to warn the rest
of the world of the coming doom of the Massive Ball of Death hurtling through space.Will the last
volunteer be any more successful than the first?Will Bip save planet Bersch from a fate set into
motion millennia before?The Chained ImmortalAfter announcing to the public that the Massive
Ball of Death is coming to destroy everything, Bip finds himself locked away with the other
criminally insane. Aided by his psyentific talent for exploding things and creating the random
igloo, Bip manages to escape and team up with the immortal Handen Strike, the first Volunteer
who ventured out to spread the Clarion’s message of total world devastation.Joining their band
of misfits is Azron, Genuine Diamond Geezer (1st class) and Xharon, a nearly nude warrior
princess.Traveling across the face of Bersch, these four adventurers, albeit somewhat reluctant,
must brave raging giants, the fountain of death, and savage birdmen to ensure their message
reaches the ears of the very emperor who has been trying to imprison them.With these three
gems saving the world, what’s the worst that could happen?The Mad EmperorWhen we last left
our adventurers, the Massive Ball of Death was massively balling toward the certain death of all
Bersch’s inhabitants.The secret to stopping the destruction and saving the world—if it should,
indeed, be saved—is hidden away deep in the desert sands.Joining their crew is the slightly
crazy, time/space traveling professor who also happens to be Xharon’s daddy. And who also
happens to really want her to wear more than just her knickers, much to Bip’s dismay.But, back
to the tale! Bip and his crew must race against the clock to unearth the secret weapon before the
mad emperor can use it for total galactic annihilation. Will our brave adventurers beat the clock?
Find out if the Doomsayers were right, or if they're just another bunch of idiots looking to get on
television by saying stupid crap.
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Douglas Adams with a darker, more fantastical bent. The Doomsayer Journeys is stiff upper lip,
prim and proper madness – like a nice cup of tea spiked with malicious nanobots and
mescaline.”- Robert Brockway, RX: A Tale of Electronegativity"There's far too little good comic
fantasy out there. Wetherell's Doomsayer series is not only consistently funny all the way
through, but it's a fast-paced, world-is-at-stake adventure too. Any fan of the genre will want to
read this."- Robert Bevan, Critical Failures"I'm just going to say I gave this novel five stars. Why?
If my wife has to ask me to stop reading because my laughing is disturbing her Candy Crush
game, congrats, your book just earned five stars.“- Underground Book Reviews“The thing I really
like about editing Steve is I don’t have to. He’s naturally funny, concise, and maniacal. The thing I
don’t like about editing Steve is that I go home, and visions of his twisted imagination haunt my
fevered dreams all through the night. So, you know, life is all about trade-offs.”- Brendan
McGinley, Man Cave DailyThe Last VolunteerBook One of The Doomsayer JourneysDedicated
to my wife and kids, who do a marvelous job ofputting up with me.Dedicated also to Stone Cold
Iain. Cheers, man.PrologueThere are some who say the outcome of events within the universes
can be predicted by a mathematical equation so complex that not even the most highly evolved
life form could begin to comprehend it. They speculate that if we were better able to follow a
breadcrumb trail of chemistry and physics, we could trace events back through endless oceans
of randominity and land on a tranquil beach of predictability and purpose. A certainty principle. A
master pattern.There are others who would call it naïve, optimistic, and even arrogant to assume



the universes could be dumbed down to a recognizable shape, and that all perceived patterns
are imposed by tiny minds trying to humanize oblivion, that chaos and unpredictability are the
very nature of existence.Both points of view have their merits, and the ensuing discussion
between enlightened intellects of opposing opinions would doubtlessly make for a thrilling party.
However, seeing as we have little time for high bar tabs and likely fistfights, we will bypass the
philosophical route and head straight for the truth. Which is to say, there is an equation out there
that defies the logic of the broadest human mind. In fact, there are many, but the one that
interests us now is a formula, which if correctly understood, and if the right tools were present,
could very well predict the exact course of a raindrop through a river. More importantly, however,
the equation could tell us why the raindrop fell and what it was thinking at the time…But most
importantly of all, this equation is the very reason the raindrop exists. It is called the Universal
Theory, and once you get to know it, it is far friendlier than you might imagine. It prefers to be
called Ted…1Space, the Sentinel, and a Man Called BipAdjust your perspective to infinite. Now
readjust to the averagely astronomical. And finally, set your sights on the merely gigantically
enormous.This is the planet Bersch, named ages ago after an astronomer who was enterprising
enough to realize that no one had yet officially named the ground they were standing on. More
practical people may have called their planet Earth or even the ground, but those people have
little imagination.Gigantically enormous is a particularly relevant term for this planet. Not on an
ultraversal scale, or even on a universal scale, but as far as this particular solar system is
concerned, Bersch is the big cheese. Burly planets swerve to avoid it and tiny moons hang in its
orbit like barnacles on a warship. Even the resident gas giant is a touch intimidated.If we
concentrate and wait patiently, we can see a tiny twinkle of light curve around the planet’s
shoulder. Drift in closer and we can see that the light is reflected from a metal globe, a vessel of
some kind, gliding along the blanket of stars like an ice skater’s dream, hugging Bersch’s
exosphere like a shy child hugs its mother’s legs.A small plaque on the side of the vessel reads
S.S. Sentinel.Inside the globe it is dark, and cold too, with the kind of lifelessness that can only
be found in lodgings abandoned by even the most molecular of tenants. From outside, dwarfed
by the girth of Bersch, the vessel seemed tiny and toy-like. From the inside, however,
perspective reveals that the Sentinel is verging on the cavernous. The long, wide decks are only
partially illuminated by the soft, blue glow from the neighboring planet. The only noise is the calm
hum of unseen machinery, a whispered lullaby for a slumbering starship.On the inside wall on
one of the many decks, staring out toward the vast vista of the galaxy, eight-foot-high pods
stretch as far as the eye can see, their weighty, oval shapes tracking the curve of the globe’s
interior far into the distance. Each one emits a light into the gloom that, even though the pods are
very close to us, seems to shine distantly through a thick fog. The only blemish on these
otherwise smooth capsules is a small indentation that allows us to see inside. Inside this pod is a
man. In the eerie stillness and translucent glow, he looks very peaceful…Captain Finnegun
dreamed. Technically, he shouldn’t have been able to—the design of the chronostatic pod made
the passing of centuries seem instantaneous to its occupants—but it is hard to contain a mind



as broad and sharp as Captain Finnegun’s.He dreamed of penguins.Slowly, but with an attitude
toward urgency, a small light began to flick from red to green inside Finnegun’s pod, harshly
illuminating his clean-shaven face and giving him the appearance of a drunk in a disco. A gentle
beeping noise began a soft but insistent monologue. It was the kind of beep that, while happy to
be discreet at present, was promising to become a lot less patient and a lot more hostile if left
unattended.Years of the finest training had prepared Captain Finnegun for this exact moment.
Even so, the first word he uttered as he awoke was a slightly confused, “Muh?”With a
suddenness seeming totally alien in the accustomed stillness, a green matrix of information
began to scroll across the view port of Finnegun’s pod, juddering and bleeping with urgent
abandon. Blinking the weariness from his eyes, the captain began to process the situation, and
with a growing sense of horror he realized that nothing was as it should be.Like a layabout’s
nightmare, Captain Finnegun’s alarm had gone off nearly a millennium too early.It might be
prudent to point out that countless light years away from Bersch and the Sentinel, in a very
different time and place, a civilization was standing—somewhat reluctantly—on the cusp of a
new era of peace and prosperity. The assembled world leaders were standing sheepishly, like a
group of boys caught fighting by an irate mother, shuffling their feet and avoiding one another’s
gaze. They were waiting for a countdown that would change everything they had ever
known.Since the beginning of their planet’s history, there had been an ever-increasing love of
war. Nations had never been more content than when bombing the living hell out of other
nations. Oodles of political time and money went into merely looking for excuses to have a war.
War was good. Everyone knew where they stood with war. Even if it was usually in a bomb
shelter.Now, though, it was becoming evident that in order for them to save their entire planet
from being blown to pieces or rendered uninhabitable by radiation, something was going to have
to be done. The Hundred-Year Arms Race had left the richer countries with more nuclear
warheads than libraries, and the crippling financial consequences had forced them to sell on
excess nuclear arms to smaller countries. This had all seemed like a good idea at the time, until
one day everybody had come to the uneasy realization that nearly every country in the world,
regardless of affiliation or financial power, had a more or less even supply of nuclear
weaponry.The slow and horrible understanding that one paranoid dictator or one political
misunderstanding could result in a war that, while lasting only a few days, could blow up the
world several times over began to sink into everybody’s consciousness. And, thus, a referendum
was proposed. And then discussed, and then scrapped, and then re-proposed and eventually—
after five years of cold sweats and sleepless nights—was signed by every king, queen,
president, and prime minister on the planet. It was a testament to the general mentality of this
planet’s people that the first thing politicians could all fully agree on was that the prospective
fiery death of the entire population was not a good thing.And so the world’s government
representatives stood rather dejectedly in the viewing area of the planet’s largest spaceport,
waiting for the pleasant electronic voice to finish the countdown that would signal the beginning
of the biggest arms armistice in history. Billions watched through live satellite images as a fleet of



more than a thousand rockets began to take off one by one, each of them laden with nuclear
warheads and other payloads of destruction.A cheer went up from the collective military and
media personnel who had been assigned to chaperone the event. A few of the world leaders
wiped a tear or two from their eyes; whether from relief and happiness or from a deep sense of
loss no one could tell.Destined for outer space, the rockets would undergo a few years of very
careful maneuvering in orbit until they formed what the media had dubbed a “Massive Ball of
Death.” Further years would be spent welding these nuclear arms together to form the biggest
man-made space artefact in the planet’s history—a cluster of devastating weaponry just over a
quarter the size of the planet’s moon. Then, when all the weapons were in one comparatively
safe place, a drive thruster would begin the bomb heap’s steady journey toward a neighboring
sun, where it was predicted it would explode with a minimal amount of fuss.Hooray! Global
security had advanced to the stage where only weapons of acceptable amounts of destruction
were allowed, and the populace celebrated, glad that their problem now belonged to the
seemingly uninhabited folds of outer space.It says something about this civilization’s nature that
a few months after the nuclear arms had been sent on their merry way and it was reported that
the Massive Ball of Death was a substantial way off its intended course, no one really cared
much.Now let’s get back to Bersch...This is the northernmost continent of Bersch, although
some people are reluctant to call it a continent as they’re not sure whether building a continent
out of ice isn’t somehow cheating. But it is a continent nonetheless, and it rests like a white
toupee on the crown of the bulbous world. Those who bother to learn about this chilled
wasteland call it the Ice Plains because it is quite plain and made out of ice. And snow. There is
also a lot of snow.But mainly ice.Nobody comes here; not just because it is a nasty place, but
because it’s a nasty place that is a bother to get to. No, nobody but the most bizarre and
blubbery of creatures would inhabit this frosted stretch of soul-destroying wasteland. Therefore,
it is quite surprising to see, nestled between two enormous mountains and teetering on the edge
of a vertical cliff face, a quaint and surprisingly not ice-covered village.The village comprises of
several dozen triangular houses, some thatched, some tiled, but all made from wood, bar a large
dome on the side of the village closest to the cliff, which appears to be made entirely of snow. In
contrast to the surrounding icy harshness, the area around the village is a stretch of lush green
farmland and forest that climbs the sides of the mountains and stops abruptly near the cliff edge.
Comfortably cuddled from the raging elements, the village is reminiscent of an inverted snow
globe.This is the community of Kaneq: an oasis of spring in an eternal winter.Hovering above
and around the village is the reason Kaneq hasn’t been eaten by a glacier or snowed under in
mere seconds. A haze of nearly transparent heat creates an effective greenhouse wall, keeping
the harsher elements out and letting only the weak sunshine in. It’s quite interesting to watch it in
action. For instance, if you could follow the direction of a particularly cruel gale as it winds
through the Ice Plain mountains, past Old Bachalack and the Patient Mother, you’d be surprised
to see it disperse in a flash of warmth as it hit the almost invisible barrier of shimmering heat that
surrounds Kaneq. So, too, if you looked up at a vengeful snowstorm plummeting angrily from the



sky, you might be impressed to see it transform, with a barely audible fizzing noise, into a gentle
summer rain.And so, thanks to the heatshield, it was on a warm spring day that Bip Plunkerton
stepped back to look at his accomplishment. He removed his small half-moon glasses to see if
what he was looking at was indeed actually there and not just some terrible trick of the light. A
familiar sense of general disappointment crept over him. He turned to his friend Michaelmas,
who was gaping at Bip’s handiwork and looking as though he was attempting to cry and laugh at
the same time. The portly man walked around the construction, scratching and shaking his
balding head in a mixture of amazement and disgust.“My wife is going to kill me,” he finally
said.“Sorry, Michaelmas,” said Bip. “I don’t know what went wrong.”“No, no. You never does, but I
think I can give you a hint, right?” Michaelmas walked back to Bip and put a burly arm over his
smaller friend’s shoulders. “What I said, right, was, ‘Bip, if’n you’re needing some practice with
that psyence of yours, why don’ts you do us a favor and turn that crumbled old garden shed of
mine into a conservatory for the wife, yes?’ And you says, ‘No problem, Michaelmas, my friend,
it’s the least I can do what with you being such a good friend and all.’”Bip opened his mouth to
speak. He wasn’t sure that was exactly how the conversation had gone. His potential protest,
however, was cut short by Michaelmas’s litany.“‘Grand,’ I says, and I lets you work yer hocus
pocus on me garden shed—which me old granpappy built with his bare hands I might remind you
—and what I get is not a conservatory, is it?”Bip shook his head. There was no denying it. It
definitely wasn’t a conservatory.“No, Bip, it isn’t,” continued Michaelmas. “What you did, instead
of turning my garden shed into a conservatory likes I asked, you turned my garden shed—and
my entire house—into a bloody igloo!”Bip nodded in dumb agreement. Where before had stood
a modest, hand-built, wooden house with a lovely thatched roof, now stood a rapidly melting
igloo.“Sorry, Michaelmas,” he said. “I don’t know how it happened.”“No, no you never does,” said
Michaelmas, running a hand across his suddenly tired-looking face. “I’m going to have a tough
time explaining this one to the council. And then there’s the wife.” He groaned. There was always
the wife.Bip cleaned his glasses thoughtfully for a moment. “Well maybe I can try and—”“Oh no!”
interrupted Michaelmas. “No, no, no. Do me a favor and don’t do me no more favors.” He
stopped and sighed, taking in the slump of Bip’s shoulders and the defeat in his eye. “Look,
mate, you’ve got talent and that’s no lie, but you’re going to need a hell of a lot of practice if’n you
want to make your apprenticeship this year. The psyentists ain’t just interested in talent—they
need reliable men. Men who ain’t suddenly going to turn their houses into igloos!”“I know, I
know,” whined Bip. “I just don’t know why this keeps happening to me. They’re never going to let
me be a psyentist if I can’t even do a simple restructuring equation!” He kicked the igloo in
frustration, resulting in a shower of ice.“Tell you what, mate,” said Michaelmas. “You bugger off
and get some practice in, and I’ll get a councilman or an elder to sort this out. I’ll blame it on
vandals or something.”Bip frowned. “What? Vandals turned your house into an igloo?”“You got a
better idea? No, vandals it was and vandals it shall be. A practical joke by some young upstart is
what I’ll tell ‘em.” He rubbed his moustache thoughtfully. “They’ve no reason not to believe me—
stranger things have happened. Remember when Biron’s cows tried to storm the town hall?”Bip



nodded in recollection. What had come to be known as the Great Bovine Rebellion had ended
firstly in riots then mainly in steak. In a community where people often tampered with the very
fabric of nature, phenomena such as super-intelligent livestock were a commonplace
occurrence.“Thanks, Michaelmas. If they find out I’m practicing psyence without proper
supervision, they’ll have my guts for garters,” said Bip.“No problem, lad, but if yer going to
practice, then…erm…do it elsewhere, would you? I don’t need no more home improvements if
you get my drift.”Bip nodded and ambled off, leaving Michaelmas to stare at what had formerly
been his house.Captain Finnegun reviewed his crew in an emergency assembly on the foredeck
of the Sentinel. Everyone was present, still bleary-eyed from the abrupt ejection from
chronostatic sleep. Looking out over the crowd of nearly identical gray and yellow uniforms,
Finnegun cleared his throat.“Ladies and gentlemen,” he began, rather lamely. “It appears that we
have been activated far before our estimated crisis intervention deadline by what appears to be
an unexpected crisis of our very own.”The crew began to murmur until a man to Finnegun’s left
hushed them to quiet. Finnegun continued. “The situation is as follows—a large spherical metal
object of unknown origin has struck the ship. While there is no major damage to life support or
the primary structure of the ship, we have, I regret to say, been knocked out of orbit—”A
harassed looking woman in the crowd raised her voice. “So we’re hurtling out into space,
then?”“Not quite, no. Not really,” said Finnegun. The crew let out a collective sigh of relief. “We
are, in fact, hurtling toward the planet’s surface.” He gestured to the giant holo-screen behind
him, where the planet Bersch waited like a blue and green fist. The crew gazed at their fate with
carefully blank expressions. The fact that they didn’t begin shouting and screaming in a general
panic said a lot about their nature.The same harassed woman floored another question.
“Shouldn’t we just use the maneuvering thrusters, then?” There was a more positive murmur of
agreement from the crew.“Ah, good question that, good observation,” said Finnegun. “But I’m
afraid that’s the problem you see; the actual aforementioned metal sphere is, in fact, lodged in
our main engine, causing…let’s say…a bit of a mess in the fuel ducts. Any attempt to utilize the
maneuvering thrusters, or any other means of propulsion for that matter, could very well result in
our being blown to smithereens.”Once again, Finnegun surveyed the rows of expectant faces.
There were some times when being a captain wasn’t an easy job. At the moment, he was hard
pressed to think of a time when it had ever been easy.A technician put his hand up to speak. “No
disrespect, sir, but…erm…you are Elite-Gifted, sir. Couldn’t you just…I dunno…convince the
metal object it doesn’t want to be lodged in the engine?” he finished, carefully probing the
electric fence of fate, hoping to avoid a nasty shock.Captain Finnegun smiled broadly. “Very
good,” he said. “Very good indeed—a superb suggestion. Alas, it wouldn’t work. The problem
being, you see, that if we by any means removed the sphere, it would leave a dirty great hole in
the ship that might cause us all to implode.”The expressions of the crew turned slightly blanker.
The technician spoke again. “Is there any chance we could repair it?”Captain Finnegun clapped
his hands together. “You really are a keen one, aren’t you? Repair it? Yes, of course, and you
chaps are just the sorts to do it, aren’t you? With your tools and your mechanical ingenuity and



whatnot. But I have to ask, to be on the safe side, how long would you think it would
take?”“Weeerrrrlll…” began the technician, rolling his eyes toward the ceiling in a manner
common to all mechanics across the ultraverse. “Repairing the main engine and a hull breach? If
I got all the lads involved and worked straight through, we could get it repaired in say…seven
hours? Five if you wanted a rush job.”Finnegun whistled through his teeth. “That’s a damn pity,
damn pity,” he said. “Because, you see, we have less than two hours before we hit the planet’s
surface.”The harassed woman looked thoughtful for several seconds before flooring another
question. “Well that’s a bit of a bugger, isn’t it?” she asked.There was a general murmur of
agreement.2Psyence, Hostility Advice and Things that go Bang.Bip sighed. It was a sigh that
was comforting in its familiarity. It was sigh of resignation despite ambition. It was a sigh of the
eternal soul who, for the millionth time, has pushed a boulder up a hill only to watch, for the
millionth time, the boulder roll back down again. It was a well-tailored and expertly delivered sigh
that would make anyone present feel the immediate desire to ask Bip what was wrong, then
possibly make him a cup of tea. But Bip was alone, and here—in a rather pleasant meadow
where sheep grazed and cows plotted revenge—there was no kettle in which to make tea.Bip
was thinking about employment. It was a perfectly natural thing to get depressed about for a
seventeen-year-old in Kaneq, with his schooling years behind him and a lifelong career ahead of
him. Come the apprentice fair, those of age would be taken aside by Kaneq’s employers and
ushered into trades most suited to their abilities and ambitions. As far as Bip was concerned,
there was only one job that suited him. He wanted to be a psyentist.All the children of Kaneq had
psyentific potential from birth, a gift passed down from the near-mythic ancestors who had
founded the community centuries ago. Those who showed more knack than others were
encouraged to develop their talents throughout their education, and those of a significant
enough talent were more often than not taken on as apprentices to the council, or more rarely
employed to assist the elders. Kaneq had a tiny population, only a few thousand, so those who
had significant talent were recognized very quickly. Bip had not been recognized. He sighed
deeply again.There were plenty of other jobs in Kaneq, but most of them required skills,
patience, or a level of effort that Bip just wasn’t cut out for. The trouble with the Kaneq way of life
was that there were plenty of jobs essential to the running of the village, but if you wanted to get
paid for doing very little, then the options were quite limited. Hard work and diligence were
required by all to ensure the smooth running of the isolated settlement, and there was no room
for laziness.Sadly, Bip wasn’t particularly keen on a life of good-natured diligence. No. With his
scrawny frame and his aversion to hard work, Bip felt he was far better suited to working in an
academic position. More specifically, the position of apprentice psyentist.He had only ever heard
about what it was the psyentists actually did with their time. The exclusive group was very
secretive about their activities, spending all of their working life in the great, snow-covered,
dome-shaped building at the very edge of the village known to the town folk simply as the dome.
However, he had heard rumors that most of an apprentice’s time was spent either studying the
legendary archives or maintaining the heatshield that prevented the community from becoming



a pointy pile of snow. Bip marveled. That kind of quiet life enriched with non-challenging work
was more than he could ever hope for. And people thought the psyentists were dull!He
desperately wanted to be a psyentist, but he was filled with nagging doubt. He knew he had
talent—even compared to some of the journeymen, his potential was remarkable. It was quite a
difficult thing to turn an entire house and garden shed into an igloo. But his talent was unreliable,
often disastrously so.With fresh resolve, Bip decided to continue his practice. Rolling up the
sleeves of his baggy gray jumper, he lay belly-down on the soft grass and focused on a hapless
daisy that happened to be the nearest target. Squinting hard, Bip tried to convince the flower that
it needed to grow to double its current size. It was quite simple to reach the flower’s essence;
sensing the common energies at its core was the easiest part of the process. Tears of
concentration blurred his vision as he gently persuaded the flower to grow. A daisy was a hard
target, far more complex than, say, a brick, but Bip needed to develop his skill to a level where it
would not fail to impress the council come the apprentice fair.Bip concentrated.Concentrated…
As far as daisies go, this one was fairly blameless and did not deserve to be accidentally blown
into tiny hay-feverish powder. Bip sat back, a petal hanging rather sadly from the end of his nose.
He sighed. There was a lot of work to be done if he ever wanted to be a psyentist…The Sentinel
began its slow but deadly plummet toward the surface of Bersch. Inside, the harassed-looking
woman took the floor. Her name was Izzy, and she was a junior technician. The gray boilersuit-
like uniform did very little for a figure that would politely be called curvy but would more
accurately be called dumpy. She was young and harbored an adolescent aggression that most
people of the crew’s culture had to be specially trained for. Currently, she was standing with her
fists balled at her sides in futile anger.“So what you’re saying, Captain, is that with all of our most
skilled technicians and all of you Elite-Gifted, we get blown out of orbit by a bit of space-
rock?”Finnegun rubbed his eyes. Every member of the crew was highly trained in various
specialized fields, and for the last twenty minutes, they had been feverishly conducting thought
experiments as to how they could escape the rather urgent predicament they found themselves
in. So far it had all been to no avail, and usually with such a high concentration of genius, twenty
minutes of intense thought was enough to provide at least a few solutions. The fact of the matter
was that nobody on the ship could devise a way out of the current situation because nobody on
the ship had ever thought it possible to be in this situation. He decided to turn to what the crew
always felt was the last resort.“Handen Strike?” he said. The man to Finnegun’s left, who had
been standing stock still during the hubbub, turned to look at his captain. “Handen, would you be
so good as to take the floor?”Handen nodded and cleared his throat. Instantly, the attention of
the room focused upon him. Those who knew anything about the culture or home worlds of
Finnegun and his crew would be surprised to see Handen amongst their registry. He was neither
technician nor Elite-Gifted, but to the crew of the ship, he was something far rarer and, in some
ways, far more important. He was a hostilities advisor.Other cultures may have referred to
Handen as a chief of security or defense secretary, but hostilities advisor was more like a
combination of field marshal, general, man-at-arms, and security guard. Handen had a very



important job for the sole reason that he was unique among his comrades in his knowledge
about the concept of violence, weaponry, and other general products of hostility.The crew of the
Sentinel could not fathom that there were intelligent beings who might, for any reason, want to
cause them harm. This was because the crew were Clarions—a completely peaceful race, and
also because of their unique gifts and superb technological abilities, an extremely advanced
one. Unfortunately, the major gap in their otherwise outstanding intellects was the ability to
recognize when someone was eyeing them up for a fight.Throughout the history of the Clarions,
many embarrassing and disastrous events had occurred due to the simple fact that they could
not recognize potential for hostility in a situation, let alone deal with it. People like Handen were a
rare breed on the home worlds, fewer than one in a thousand of the total population. Any signs of
aggression in a Clarion child meant careful nurturing for selective training. Having nothing like a
standing army, the sole reason for the continuation of the Clarion culture is that the hostility
advisors have always been present to tell the them what a gun is and how to build a much bigger
one than their enemies have.If not for men like Handen, the Clarions would have spent their time
scratching their heads in confusion as space pirates made off with their houses.Handen spoke.
The crew listened. “Precisely forty minutes ago, the Sentinel was struck by an external, almost
certainly man-made object, resulting in the disruption of our orbital trajectory and the disabling
of our ability to maneuver in any way. Unfortunately for us, the object has penetrated the one part
of the ship that its collective crew cannot repair in an appropriate time period—”Izzy interrupted,
“No offense, Handen, but we know all this already.”Handen retorted with a cool gaze. Izzy began
to feel a touch uncomfortable under his deadpan stare. Handen continued. “After studying the
estimated trajectory of the object and collating the available evidence, I have come to the
conclusion that the object originated from the surface of Bersch and is the direct result of a
hostile action.”The crew began to murmur in shock. Handen waited for them to try to
comprehend what he had just said. A technician raised her hand to speak. “I’m not quite
following you…”Handen sighed and punched in a code sequence on a small console attached
to his wrist. Behind him, the huge holographic display flickered and changed. It showed a picture
of a cannon on a beach and a gaudily colored ship bobbing merrily on the ocean.“Observe,” said
Handen.The crew watched with delighted interest as the cannon made an exciting booming
sound and flashed a pretty color, giving birth to a ball of some kind. Their delight quickly faded
as the newborn spherical object crushed the gaudy ship into pieces. The presentation had
effectively highlighted the gravity of the situation. It was weapons-grade hostility in a nutshell,
really.Handen spoke while he still had the crew’s horrified attention. “It appears we have
underestimated the evolution of the people of Bersch. It appears they are at the stage of
technological advancement where they can pinpoint the engine block of an orbital target with a
ballast-style weapon. Unfortunately for us, it seems they have not yet evolved to the point where
they can ask questions first.”Finnegun had been looking thoughtful throughout Handen’s
demonstration. “Surely, even if we have underestimated their rate of advancement that much,
they are nowhere near a level of technology that would allow them to penetrate our shields?” he



said.Handen nodded. “I’ve consulted the Mother Tongue, and it’s not picking up any readable
signals, not even radio. With this in mind, it’s probably safe to assume that the people of Bersch
have nothing within their arsenal sophisticated enough to penetrate our shields, Captain,” he
said. “However, when the Sentinel is in its sleeper cycle, it drops and reconfigures its primary
repellent field every seventy-two hours. I’m not sure if the people of Bersch are aware of this
weakness, but the evidence is too grave to suggest coincidence. My opinion stands that we are
victims of a well-formulated and malicious hostile attack from the planet’s surface.”The crew
gasped. Izzy looked as though she would burst into tears of frustration.“But…why? Why would
someone want to blow up that pretty ship? Let alone us?”Again, Handen sighed, then took a
sheet of paper from his notepad, screwed it into a ball, and launched it at Izzy’s forehead. It
made a satisfactory smacking sound. Izzy’s eyes went wide in shock and fear.“Why did you do
that?”“Because I can,” replied Handen. It was the most basic demonstration of why hostility
existed and what the consequences were, but Handen had found himself repeating it countless
times during his service to the Sentinel. It was an example that tended to get the message
across, if only for a short time.Finnegun, who had also been staring in horror at Handen’s
destructive capabilities, shook himself and returned his focus to the matter at hand. “Do you
suspect pan-dimensional influence?” he asked.Handen thought for a moment. “The attack has
all the hallmarks of adverse randominity, sir, but there are no readings to suggest any recent
dimensional transgressions.”Finnegun frowned. “Hmm. Not the Discordance, then.” He looked
up, focusing his attention on the hostilities advisor. “What do you suggest we do, Handen?”“With
respect, Captain, retaliation would be futile. A waste of power. I suggest we use the Mother
Tongue to send a message back to command central explaining our situation and then…” He
swept the crew with his stony stare. “Then we prepare ourselves for a crash landing.”It might or
might not have pleased Handen to know that the large ball of metal lodged in his ship had been
put there entirely by accident. It so happened that down on the planet’s surface, Lord Draegul III
—ruler of the Argustin Empire, supreme commander of the world’s most feared and powerful
army—was a bit of an enthusiast when it came to things that went bang. Indeed, it was this
enthusiasm, shared by his father and grandfather before him, that had led to many of the military
and territorial advancements of the Empire. Draegul’s army possessed the most finely crafted
swords as well as the sturdiest armor and a nightmarish array of siege weaponry, most of which
was of his own innovation. It was one of these monstrous contraptions that currently
commanded his attention.The Research in Death Development Master stood nervously ringing
his hands. The weapon known as the Giant’s Middle Finger was technically of his devising.
Draegul himself had commissioned it, requesting a weapon that with one shot could lay waste to
a small castle as well as rudely offend his enemies. The Master had exceeded his own
expectations and taken his knowledge of trajectory and dynamics to new levels in order to
create what was, essentially, a really big trebuchet with a suggestively stylized launching
arm.Draegul had been pleased with the results and had spent a few wars merrily crushing (and
offending) small villages and hamlets alike, but—as with most new toys—Draegul had soon



grown bored with it and demanded a weapon that could lay waste to an entire city in one shot.
The Research Master had spent many months pleading with Lord Draegul to reconsider—the
Giant’s Middle Finger (Mark 1) was already extremely dangerous to the operators as well as the
victims, and anything of a greater scale was likely to be disastrous. But Lord Draegul had
insisted, and there was nothing like Lord Draegul’s insistence—which was usually coupled with
the promise of agony—to focus the mind.It had taken five years and enough gold to feed several
small countries and had cost the lives of countless engineers and apprentices, but finally the
Giant’s Middle Finger (Mark 2) was locked, loaded, and pointed at the only safe target available
—the sky.Draegul bounced on his heels in anticipation, his dark features taken over by an eerily
pleasant smile. He surveyed his new toy from the high tower of his palace—and “surveyed” was
the word, as the weapon was over ten times the size of the original Mark 1 device. It was stood
far outside the capital city’s walls, lit against the night by countless torches and bonfires. Its
wheels were blocked and bolstered with stone constructions the size of large houses. You could
hear the strain and scream of miles of rope and pulley as it struggled against its payload—a
gargantuan ball of pure iron the size of an uberbeast.The Research Master had wisely made
himself scarce. He knew all too well that the pent-up force of the monstrous weapon was unlikely
to be purely directed at the sky. He had several nasty suspicions about the feasibility of the
GMF’s structural ability to withstand its own force, all of which he had voiced to Lord Draegul and
all to no avail.Draegul gazed up to the stars from beneath the long, thin fringes of his raven-
colored hair. The stars had always annoyed him slightly, and although the night sky was merely a
testing ground for his new weapon, he secretly hoped he might knock down a few of them, just
to teach them a lesson.“One day,” Draegul whispered under his breath, “I’ll rule everything I see.
Including those glittering bastards.” As he spoke, he began to hear echoes of encouraging
whispers at the back of his mind…He was brought back from his megalomaniacal musings by
the discreet throat-clearing of a royal aide. He shook his head and tried to remember where he
was and what he was doing. Ah, yes—he was on the palace balcony, preparing to address his
subjects, who were gathered in the city’s capital square, shuffling their feet and glancing around
with a growing sense of unease. Draegul clapped his hands twice, indicating that he was
prepared to begin his ceremonial address. He needn’t have bothered with the gesture; the
assembled crowd was already listening politely and attentively. This was mainly because anyone
who didn’t listen politely and attentively was promptly taken away and beaten by attentive yet
extremely impolite royal guardsmen.“My loyal subjects,” shouted Draegul, his reedy voice
amplified by a huge cone of metal. “Today we witness yet another triumph in the glorious reign of
the Draegul succession.” He raised his arms to the sky and basked in the nervous pattering of
applause of the crowd below. “It is with great pride that I, Tragus Thomas Tomberry Draegul the
Third, unveil a weapon fit to poke the eye of God, a weapon huge enough to compensate for my
crippling emotional inadequacies, a weapon of such magnitude and horror that I probably
shouldn’t even use it…”The crowd held their collective breath at the small glimmer of hope
Draegul’s sudden moment of sanity had presented.“But I’m going to anyway,” he finished, and



the crowd chided themselves for their foolish optimism.Draegul continued. “It is but one more
rung in the golden ladder that is the immortality of the Draegul succession. May the Lord bless
me and keep me. And some of the people I like as well. But not all of them.” Lord Draegul sat
back and enjoyed yet more nervous applause, and even some impromptu cheering from those
members of the crowd closest to the watchful glare of the royal guardsmen.Feeling happier than
he had since he’d first pulled the legs from an insect, Lord Draegul lifted a silken handkerchief
above his head, giving the signal to fire. The secondary watchtower received the signal and
relayed it to the next watchtower, which, in turn, gave the order to fire to the trigger operator.
Without hesitation the operator, picked solely for his idiocy, took his torch and set fire to the
GMF’s trigger rope. It was to the credit of the Research Master’s genius that several thousand
tons of tension caused by the deadly contraption was held back by a stretch of entwined rope no
more than a meter thick.There were a few minutes of suspicious quiet as the GMF’s trigger rope
began to burn. Some of the more realistically minded of the research and engineering team ran
very quickly in various directions.Without warning, the trigger rope snapped like the sound of a
god smacking his forehead in frustration. There was a flurry of confused whipping sounds as a
chain reaction of releasing ropes happened in a split of a second. A deep rumble began almost
instantaneously.Lord Draegul fought hard to keep the expression of manic glee from his face as
the rumbling reached a thunderous crescendo. There was a sonic boom as the GMF’s launching
finger was released, flipping the bird to the entire world. No sooner had it done so than,
succumbing to the massive conflicting forces of kinetic energy and friction, the entirety of the
Giant’s Middle Finger exploded with an earth-shattering bang and a cracking flash of brilliant
white. Countless pieces of flaming shrapnel no larger than toothpicks zipped lethally for miles
around, burning, impaling, and obliterating anything with the misfortune to get in the way. An
almighty cloud of red-hot dust shot into the air and rolled slowly and menacingly toward the city,
much to the horror of its occupants. The larger pieces of shrapnel that had launched at
unimaginable speeds into the skies above began to pelt haphazardly into the ground, causing
massive craters wherever they descended. Lord Draegul was oblivious to the apocalyptic
destruction around him; the screams and thunder of his burning city proved no distraction to him.
He was watching, with an expression of awful ecstasy, the glowing arc of the ballast’s pure iron
tip, successfully launched and burning a painfully bright white as it rocketed toward the stars like
an angel who has just remembered he’s left the kettle on. He wiped a tear from his eye as the
ballistic ballast winked into nothingness, spanning a distance too far for him to follow. Then he
laughed maniacally, as mad people are want to do in such situations.Various cultures across the
globe of Bersch looked up in awe at the reverse shooting star, and a lot of excited astronomers
made a lot of inaccurate assumptions. Not by one was it predicted that the object was a rogue
metal sphere that would spell doom for the Sentinel and the sleeping alien species that watched
over them. In fact, the only accurate reading of the celestial anomaly was by a poorly educated
astronomer called Harry Fudeperred who was rumored to have observed the gleaming arc and
exclaimed, “Crap. This can’t be good.”3Tuesday is a Good Day to DieCaptain Finnegun adjusted



his seat harness for what seemed like the hundredth time. Clarions were by nature a very calm
and thoughtful people, but Finnegun couldn’t help but be slightly unnerved by the prospect of an
entire planet punching him in the face.He looked about him. The ship’s intellium hull had
flawlessly transmuted into an arrowhead shape, all the better to combat the sudden turbulence
of entering Bersch’s atmosphere. Almost the entirety of the crew was assembled near the center
of the arrow, strapped in tightly to their seats and focusing all their energies on maintaining the
aerodynamic new shape of the Sentinel. Two engineers and an Elite-Gifted had volunteered to
stay in the engine rooms in an attempt to divert shield and engine power to where it would count
in free-fall. The plan was that as soon as they had escaped the lethal vacuum of space, they
would remove the metal sphere from the engine block and see if the ship’s descent could be
slowed by one last burst of the maneuvering thrusters before the engine fell to pieces. Finnegun
grimly suspected that the engine would explode before any of the thrusters could be utilized. He
admired the bravery of the volunteers but couldn’t help but regret that their sacrifice might
ultimately be for naught. The Sentinel was never designed to plummet unpowered through the
air.He looked at Handen, who was seated to his left. The big man didn’t take his eyes from the
view screen, where the steadily expanding bulk of Bersch loomed menacingly.“Twenty seconds
until we enter the atmosphere, Captain,” he stated matter-of-factly.“Wonderful,” muttered the
captain. “And how is our angle of descent?”“Not great,” replied Handen, scanning over the
rapidly scrolling charts of information on the holographic side monitor. “I think we can expect a
bit of turbulence, actually. Ten seconds.”Finnegun sighed. In ten seconds, it appeared life was
going to be terminally interesting. He spared a few moments contemplation for the message he
had sent via light wave to the Clarion home system. The message had calmly detailed the
Sentinel’s dilemma and Finnegun’s recommended course of action, along with a few messages
from crew members who had used what might be the last moments of their existence to put their
affairs in order. Captain Finnegun was a tad worried. He had sent the distress message via the
most logical and efficient system of wormholes he could calculate, but even with his precise
calculations, he wondered if his people would be in time to save the world. In the large stretch of
infinity that stood between Bersch and the Clarion systems, there was a lot that could go
wrong.He looked around at the crew again. A few of them had tightly shut their eyes or were
muttering rapidly under their breath. Finnegun had never been one for unnecessary drama, but
now, with the prospect of total destruction rocketing toward them, he decided it might be time for
a few heroic last words.“What day is it?” he asked Handen, who looked briefly puzzled before
answering.“Tuesday.”“Ah,” said Finnegun. “I suppose that’s as good a day as any to die...”And
with that, the Sentinel entered the atmosphere of Bersch.Bip glanced around nervously. The
hubbub of the apprentice fair had always been a pleasant diversion when he was younger, but
now, standing on a wooden platform with the other young men and women for the entire
community to gawk at, Bip felt uneasy.The people of Kaneq treated the apprentice fair as a
holiday. Traditionally it lasted for four days, two for the choosing and allocation of apprentices,
one day purely for a celebration of their new starts in life, and a final day to nurse the inevitable



hangover. Becoming an apprentice was very much a coming-of-age ceremony for the youth of
Kaneq.The crowd mulled around the marketplace, which was far more active than usual,
providing a brisk trade in cold beer and candied treats. The psyentists had taken extra care to
ensure the filtered weather would be clement for the day. A warm, gentle breeze was textured
with merry music from the various bards and bands, while bunting hung in the air, swaying as
though dancing. An atmosphere of merriment and a tang of excitement made for a happy crowd,
while the warm smells of roasting chestnuts and tart cider honeyed the air.Bip looked around at
the other potential apprentices. Many of them wore expressions of cocky self-assuredness,
others looked vaguely anxious, and only one or two looked as petrified as Bip felt. A long, drawn-
out yawn caught Bip’s attention and he turned and looked into a familiar face. The face, green-
hued and waxy, belonged to Bailey, an old classmate of Bip’s who wanted nothing more than to
apprentice in the fields of hospitality and distillery. The burly lad looked into Bip’s eyes and
belched quietly.“I feel sick,” he said.“What’s up with you?” said Bip with a frown. “Surely you can’t
be worried? You’ve spent your entire education learning about beer and beer-related
activities.”“I’m not worried,” muttered the larger youth, flicking his greasy fringe away from his
eyes and pinching the bridge of his nose. “It’s just that I’ve got a stinking hangover. Bit of last
minute primary research the other day…and night…”Bip sighed. You have to admire such
dedication to one’s calling, he thought.A sudden trumpet blare announced the beginning of the
ceremony, causing Bip to stumble and nearly fall from the podium. He turned his attention to the
gaudily decorated stage of address, where the senior councilmen and various craft masters
began to fill the vacant seats. When everyone had been seated, a second trumpet blare
announced the arrival of the elders.They filed in slowly and crookedly, uniformly ancient and
hunched under their dark black robes of office and their flat-brimmed hats. On cursory
examination, it was difficult to see the purpose the revered elders held in the community of
Kaneq. They were generally referred to as the Keepers of the Ancient Wisdom, although what
this ancient wisdom was, no one was entirely sure. Even so, the elders held a prominent place at
all meetings and events of importance.After what seemed like an age they were seated, and
finally, with one last trumpet blare, Truggle, eldest of the elders, began his slow progress to the
center of the stadium. He was far older-looking than the other elders, with a long, crooked nose
and long, crooked beard that fought for dominance under his tufty-bald head.He did not walk
anywhere these days, his frail form instead supported by a chair modified with swiveling wheels
on each leg. He steered and propelled the chair with an old broom, and this, coupled with the
fact that the hem of Truggle’s ceremonial robes obscured most of the wheeled chair, made him
appear to be an ancient, gliding janitor.The crowd hushed as Truggle prepared to give his
traditional opening speech, which would signify the official beginning of the choosing. With a
sound like a cat choking on a fishbone, he cleared his throat.“Ladies and Gentlemen. Bloody
hell, is it that time of year again? You know, it doesn't seem that long ago that I was down there
with you lot, wondering what I’d be. And now, here am I, being what I would be regardless.
Makes you wonder if there’s any point in worrying about anything at all, seeing as things sort of



just happen whether you like it or not. On the other hand, it’s not as if you can just lie around in
bed all day and hope for the best, can you? Or can you? Well, you can if you like, I suppose, I’m
not your mum. Anyway…”There was a long pause as Truggle sat in contemplative silence.
Eventually he began to snore, and a kindly councilman wheeled the elder away from the stage.
The assembled crowd began to applaud politely, this being one of the most coherent speeches
Truggle had given in a long time.Dunman, the chief councilman and closest thing Kaneq had to a
leader, took the center of the Stadium of Address. He polished his small, round spectacles with
a handkerchief and smoothed down his unnaturally smooth hair before he spoke in his awkward
and wobbly voice.“Ladies and Gentlemen, today we make futures not just for the individual, but
for the community.”“The community,” chorused the crowd, the line finely rehearsed over
countless public events.“You may begin,” announced Dunman, and the crowd once again boiled
into a busy throng. Immediately Bip spotted the senior psyentists who would likely be doing the
choosing. Their long white robes and high collars stood out clearly in the surging crowd. As they
began to approach the large podiums where the potentials waited, Bip puffed out his chest and
smiled broadly.“Cut that out,” muttered Bailey. “You look like a nutter.”Bip sagged back into a
more natural stance, looking as deflated as he felt. Suddenly, Bailey seemed to stiffen as a figure
bustled through the crowd toward them. It was Michaelmas. With a flurry that was the closest the
morose youth had ever reached to urgency, Bailey began to rake the hair out of his face and
blink the sleep out of his eyes.“Oi,” he whispered to Bip. “It’s the landlord from the Empty
Goat!”“What, you mean Michaelmas?” said Bip, perversely pleased by being on a first-name
basis with one of Bailey’s potential employers.“You know him?” gasped the hungover hopeful.
“Could you put in a good word?”“I’ll see what I can do,” said Bip smugly (although he doubted
how much he could sway the opinion of someone, friend or not, whose house he had turned into
an igloo).“Mornin’, Bip,” Michaelmas hailed him as he approached the boys. “You’ll be pleased to
know that the council have returned my house to normal and are keeping a sharp eye out for the
vandals concerned.” Michaelmas gave Bip a non-too-subtle wink before turning his attention to
Bailey, who did his best to stand up straight without swaying from side to side.“Now then, young
Bailey.” The rough-looking lad’s eyes widened at being recognized. “Yeah tha’s right, I’ve been
keeping an eye on you, lad.” Michaelmas grinned. “They tell me yer quite the expert on bar
studies?”Bailey tried to formulate an intelligent reply but only succeeded in making a modest
grunting noise.Michaelmas clapped the tall youth on the shoulder. “Come on then, my lad, you
and I has lots to talk about!”The two alcohol enthusiasts walked out into the crowd talking about
the intricacies of both the consumption and brewing of fine booze. Bip watched them go with
rising sadness. Bip, like many people on the right side of the bar, assumed that beer was beer
and that was all there was to it. To hear Michaelmas and Bailey drivel on about matters of
physics and biology seemed a touch absurd. Beer, he had always thought, went in one way and
out of the other, taking a bit of your common sense with it. That there was expert logic and
research behind the process seemed ludicrous. However, what really annoyed Bip was that, as
silly as the whole affair seemed, Bailey looked likely to gain a life career in something he loved,



while Bip was left standing on the podium in an ever-decreasing gaggle of youths.His heart sank
as he saw the senior psyentists pull a young girl from the crowd and walk off, chatting excitedly,
not even glancing in his direction.The Empty Goat thudded and vibrated to the beat of an
energetic folk band. The air hung heavy with sweet smoke and the musky atmosphere of many
people crowded into a relatively small space. Although the celebrations weren’t supposed to
begin until the following night, many of the potentials who had been chosen on the first day were
starting early.The center of the Empty Goat, normally filled with tables and chairs, had been
cleared to make a serviceable dance floor in front of a stage made up of beer crates and planks.
The band was playing a stomping beat, and the dancers whirled with no signs of slowing down.
Amongst the merry-makers, well-wishers, and good-natured drunks, one face stood out as
being terminally depressed. Bip sat in a darkened corner drinking from a tankard larger than his
head.Bailey and Michaelmas had taken the night off to “welcome Bailey to the family” and were
getting roaring drunk on some of the Empty Goat’s finer celebration ales. They shouted at one
another in the manner of those too inebriated to realize they were shouting as they manhandled
another barrel of beer from Michaelmas’s personal collection over to Bip’s table.Bip was vaguely
aware he had drunk far too much but was much too upset to care. He hadn’t been picked. While
various potentials were taken aside as willing apprentices to willing masters, Bip had been left
standing like an idiot, the last on his podium, until Dunman had signaled the end of the first day
of choosing. Despite Bip’s initial urge to crawl into bed and cry, Bailey had persuaded him to join
in the premature celebrations with the vain promise of finding solace at the bottom of a tankard.
So far, all Bip had found at the bottom of the tankard was the reflection of his miserable face, and
the desire to get another tankard.“Cheer up!” yelled Bailey with annoying enthusiasm. “Anyone
would think you hadn’t been picked or something!”“Well, I haven’t, actually,” said Bip,
reproachfully.“Oh…yeah…well, what I mean is…I mean to say…” Bailey looked confused for a
moment. “I do beg your pardon, I appear to have lost all ability to articulate a cogent retort,” he
said, and turned his attention back to his beer.“What he means,” Michaelmas interjected, “is that
there’s still a whole other day of choosing left. Not everybody gets picked on the first day. It’ll be
all right!”“But what if I don’t get picked on the second day?” said Bip.Michaelmas knitted his brow
in concentration for a while. “Come to think of it,” he said eventually, “I don’t think that’s ever
happened.”“Then what if I’m the first?” Bip wailed. “I’ll be a laughing stock!”“Now, now, Bip,”
Michaelmas said, patting him reassuringly on the shoulder. “Even if you don’ts get picked—and
that’s a big if, mind you—the community’ll take care of you.”“What, like some kind of charity
case? I don’t see how that’s supposed to make me feel better. Even Derren Doonby got picked
as an apprentice lumberjack, and he’s much less qualified than I am!”“Oi!” said Bailey, looking
up from his tankard. “I won’t hear a bad word said about Derren—he knows more about wood
and trees than anyone I know, and I’m sure he’ll make a great lumberjack!”“But he’s got no
hands!” said Bip. “How is he supposed to hold an axe?”“All right there, Bip, I knows yer upset, but
bad-mouthing young Derren won’t help anyone,” scolded Michaelmas.“Sorry,” mumbled Bip. “I’m
just…sorry.”“Look, I’ll tell you what,” said Michaelmas leaning over conspiratorially. “If the worst



comes to the worst and nobody picks you, you could always come and work for me as a kitchen
boy. I know it ain’t much, but you could apprentice here for a few years while you practice your
psyence, and then maybe you could reapply for another apprenticeship later on down the
road.”“You’d do that? I mean, I know you’ve already more staff than you need,” Bip said.“Not a
problem, me ol’mate. Yer pappy would have wanted it.” Michaelmas sniffed and rubbed an
emerging tear from his eye.Bip shifted uncomfortably. When Michaelmas was drunk, he would
often talk about Bip’s father, who had left Kaneq thirteen years ago and never returned. Bip had
never really known the man but was assured by his mother and the various village-folk that had
known him that he was a great man with commendable psyentific talent.“Great man, was your
pappy,” mumbled Michaelmas, gazing dreamy-eyed into a happy memory. “Did I ever tell you
about the time when—”“I’m sure you did, Michaelmas,” Bip interrupted. “But I don’t mind hearing
it again.”Captain Finnegun opened his eyes again and, with a great deal of effort, managed to
unclench his teeth. He looked over at Handen, who was still grimacing at the view screen. He
turned to the screen himself and gasped.A few minutes ago, but which had seemed like hours,
they had entered Bersch’s atmosphere, experiencing not so much turbulence as an extremely
localized hurricane. While the Sentinel had been beaten about quite badly on its entry, the inner
environmental functions had remained stable, meaning that the crew had been neither burnt to a
crisp nor pressurized to the point of implosion.Instead, they experienced an uneasy feeling of
weightlessness as the ship fell toward Bersch at a faster rate than the gravity stabilizers could
compensate for. The clouds had cleared from the view screen to reveal an endless blue void
looming ominously below them as they headed toward one of Bersch’s larger oceans. Finnegun,
who had not seen any geographic detail first hand in several millennia, could not help but feel
awed.Handen checked their angle of descent. The modified shape of the Sentinel was dealing
with the aerodynamics surprisingly well; they were falling rapidly but maintaining a sound
forward trajectory. He quickly checked the short-range scanners for the nearest
landmass.“Captain,” he said, “I’ve got a suitable landing site for us coming up. Virtually
uninhabited, plenty of flat space, a few mountains, but—”Finnegun interrupted. “Are there any
alternative landing sites? Excluding the bottom of the sea, I mean.”“Well…” said Handen,
checking the scanner screen. “No.”“Well, then, it seems that the decision of where to crash has
been made for us. Engage manual controls.”Handen complied and pressed a short sequence of
buttons on a nearby keypad. Outside, various flaps and shoots unbuckled from the flawless
silver skin of the starship. In the cockpit, a joystick emerged in front of the captain’s chair.“Mr.
Strike,” Finnegun said. “I understand that as a hostilities advisor you are a man of some
experience when it comes to quick reactions and so on?”“Yes, sir.”“I wonder if you’d do us the
honor of piloting the craft and attempting to avoid our seemingly inevitable destruction?”“Yes,
sir.” Handen pressed another sequence of keys and the joystick retracted and reappeared in
front of his seat. A targeting monitor showing the distance to the landing site and the ship’s
altitude and speed of descent closed over one of his eyes. The main view screen began to
depict the landscape in a series of green and blue lines with various measurements and



probability lines drawn here and there in red.Finnegun turned back to the crew and watched
their calm faces as they engaged in the various tasks assigned to them. As Handen began his
attempt to glide the craft, the sound of rushing air began to permeate the hull. Finnegun thought
briefly how eerie the sound was in the dead silence of the foredeck.4Rejection, Penguins and
the Truth about EverythingBip tried to fight the feeling of overwhelming embarrassment that
crawled over him like an army of spiders. It was quite difficult. He was once more on the podium
with the other potentials, surrounded by the gawking crowds. The main difference was that this
time, instead of being surrounded by comfortable numbers of people in the same situation, there
were only three potentials left. Including him.The second day of choosing had been an
unglamorous affair, with the remaining potentials being plucked from the crop quickly and quietly
while Bip stood feeling as stupid as he thought he looked. Not one psyentist had approached
him. In fact, he hadn’t even seen a psyentist all day.Bip looked at his two companions on the
podium. All that remained of the good and great had been selected early in the second day, and
now Bip was left with “Half-Brick” Thompson and “Bogey” Betty Bogeyton. Bogey was a bright
enough girl but had a rather disturbing odor of very old cabbage, which would saturate the
senses if you spent too long around her. Half-Brick, however, was widely believed to be several
baskets short of a picnic and had earned his nickname for famously being outwitted in a game of
skill by half a brick. How this was actually possible no one knew, but the brick had won
nevertheless. It wasn’t long before a master tanner, whose sense of smell had long since given
up, took Bogey aside for a new career. Bip was left standing with Half-Brick.“I wants to be a
farmer,” said Half-Brick.“Really,” said Bip, expressing not one iota of interest.“I wants to be a
farmer and chase the penguins.”“That’s good,” said Bip. It was an essential job for an apprentice
to chase the domesticated penguins of Kaneq, who were very extremely docile by nature and
tended not to move around very much. If the penguins weren’t chased sufficiently, they would
become too fat and would be unable to move at all. And so the position of Penguin Chaser, while
far from being dignified, at least warranted respect due to its necessity.“I wants to shave the
cows ’n all,” added Half-Brick.“That’s good,” said Bip. Shaving the domesticated Kaneqian
snowcow of its ever-growing woolen coat was also an important job for an apprentice, providing
materials for the looms and weavers and preventing the cows from becoming entangled in a
giant ball of fluff.Even Half-Brick, thought Bip, who is clearly a danger to himself and those
around him, is still more useful than me. He sighed.“I’d quite likes to be a cow,” said Half-
Brick.“That’s good,” Bip said, and briefly contemplated a life of chasing penguins and shaving
cows.At the back of the crowd, two figures watched Bip from the shadows. One of them was
hunched in a chair and smoked a long, rank pipe. The other wrung his hands and nervously
smoothed his already smooth hair.“I just don’t see why we have to humiliate him like this.”“Leave
him be,” said the pipe smoker. “No point in giving him an apprenticeship. Not where he’s
going.”“Are you sure he’s the right candidate? I mean, in a couple of years, he might make a
good apprentice psyentist, but it seems unwise…”“Don’t you tell me what’s unwise, my boy,”
hawked the figure through clouds of smoke. “I still remember you when you was knee-high to a



penguin, and I was pretty damn wise back then too!”“Sorry, Truggle, I forget myself. Just nerves,
I suppose.”“That’s all right, Dunman. These are nervous days…”The farm master circled Half-
Brick and prodded him occasionally. He lifted the boy’s lips to check his teeth and gave him a
few more experimental prods before tipping back his flat cap of office and staring hard into Half-
Brick’s vacant eyes. Half-Brick stood rigidly, his face a picture of oblivion.“I wonders if you can
tell me, lad,” said the farm master, “where you are at the moment?”Half-Brick’s face twisted into a
rictus of concentration. “I’m ere, aren’t I?” he concluded.“Well, that’s good enough for me,” said
the farm master. “Welcome aboard, my lad.”“What?” said Half-Brick, as he was led away to his
new life.Bip felt sick. He stood alone on the podium as the crowd began to dissipate. Suddenly a
trumpet sounded, and Dunman waved to the crowd from the stadium of address.“Thus we signal
the end of the choosing,” he said. “Let the celebrations begin!” There was a loud cheer from the
crowd and a band began to play.“Wait!” said Bip.The crowd continued oblivious, gearing up for a
celebration that would likely last all through the night and most of the following day.“What about
me?” wailed Bip. He searched desperately for Michaelmas in the crowd and finally located him
at the back of the hubbub, where he was walking hurriedly away. “Michaelmas! Wait!” shouted
Bip. Michaelmas lowered his head and continued to scutter away, clearly pretending not to have
heard his friend. Tears of frustration began to well up in Bip’s eyes and he balled his fists in the
air. “Everybody wait!” he screamed, causing many people in the crowd to turn and watch the
luckless potential with interest. He more or less had their complete attention.It was his last
resort, a trick he had been saving for a worst-case scenario such as this. A trick that couldn’t fail
to attract the attention of the psyentists. He concentrated all his will into bonding with the
energies within the podium he stood upon and, with streams of sweat gliding down his face,
persuaded the podium to rise into the air.The theory of the process was relatively simple and
was designed for showmanship rather than real effect. It was impossible to make the podium
rise without making it lighter than air, therefore becoming a gas rather than a solid, and therefore
no longer being a podium in the classic and relevant sense. Bip’s trick was much simpler than
levitation. He would convince the podium to redistribute its mass to its own center. The effect,
Bip had planned, would be that as the podium grew smaller in its radius, the center (the part he
was standing on) would be pushed into the air. Bip had been proud of the idea, and if it worked
without a hitch, there would be no way for people to doubt his knack for psyence.He
concentrated hard…Concentrated…With a giant whoosh and a blinding flash that no one had
been expecting, Bip’s shoes caught fire. He blinked through his half-moon glasses in stupefied
disbelief as he watched his burning shoes, then in a moment of horrified realization began a
frenzied tap dance of panic. A lot of the crowd rushed to his aid, attempting to douse the flames
with bottles and glasses of whatever they had been drinking. A lot of the crowd were too busy
trying not to laugh. A lot more of the crowd couldn’t help themselves and were laughing and
hooting hysterically as Bip danced a crazed jig across the podium.“What a thicko,” said Half-
Brick, shaking his head.The Sentinel soared across an icy landscape, emitting a low roar as it
inched closer and closer to impact.Captain Finnegun watched the view screen with a growing



sense of dread. In an attempt to kill some of the Sentinel’s lethal speed, Handen had
decelerated too much. Although they had safely reached the icy continent, they were a good
hundred meters under their ideal angle of descent, and it looked likely they would catch the belly
of the craft on a ragged pair of mountains before they reached their intended landing site. The
only options were to attempt to decelerate more and risk a full-on collision with the mountains, or
to find some way to regain the height they had lost. Finnegun watched a rearview monitor for a
while, then calmly activated an intercom panel on his wrist.“Officer Kanick,” he said, “I wonder if
perhaps this is the time for that little plan of yours?”When the Sentinel’s shape had been
modified, the crew had moved the entire engine room, complete with breach, to the back end of
the ship. Shortly before entering the atmosphere of Bersch, three of the crew had donned
environment suits and redirected the repellent field to seal the rest of the ship off from the engine
room. After doing this, they had harnessed their suits to the ship and safely dislodged the metal
ballast from the hull, depressurizing the engine room and enabling them to begin repairs on the
ravaged engine block. The intellium that served as the hull of the ship had begun to knit the
breach into repair as soon as the obstruction had been removed, but the engine block and
wiring were composed entirely of more common and stable materials, and they hadn’t been able
to make much progress in mending it. For the last few minutes, they had been grimly watching
endless fields of ice rush beneath them through the slowly decreasing breach. The ground was
beginning to look uncomfortably close.Officer Kanick listened to his intercom. “Will do, Captain,”
he said, then turned to the engineers. “Well, chaps, looks like its plan B after all. Robinna, you
ready the fuel flow. Christian, get ready with the warm-up ignition pistons.”The two engineers
nodded.“Wait for my mark,” said Kanick, and looked at his wrist piece where a steady
countdown marked their approaching doom. “I’d just like to say, chaps, all formalities aside, that
it’s been a damn pleasure working with you.”Robinna nodded, her flyaway blond hair clearly
visible through her environment suit’s domed helmet. “You too, Kanick,” she said.“Cheers, mate,”
said Christian, trying hard not to let his voice crack.“Okay,” said Kanick, with forced calm in his
voice. “Fuel flow, go.”Robinna punched in a code sequence at a console, and various pieces of
machinery began to whirr into life. At the hull breach, a severed tangle of pipes began to emit a
clear gas with a loud hussssss.“Warm-up ignition pistons, go,” said Kanick. Christian hesitated
for a moment, then punched in a code at his console. At the hull breach, a ton of obliterated
wiring began to spark and smoke dangerously.“I hope this works,” said Kanick. And then his
world went white.Back on the foredeck, Finnegun clenched his fists as the mountains crawled
quickly across the view screen. Impact was inevitable. Finnegun desperately tried to think of a
course of action that, in the milliseconds available, might avoid the certainly fatal collision.
Suddenly, a huge blast emitted from behind the vessel. Finnegun looked into the view screen
with horror as the mountains flip-flopped upside down.The explosion of the Sentinel’s engine
block as the leaking hyper-fuel ignited had been titanic in its power, instantly snuffing out the
lives of Kanick, Robinna, and Christian. It was only because of the redirected repellent field that
the entire ship was not destroyed. Instead, the mighty blast acted as a boost to the falling craft,



sending it spinning slightly upward.Finnegun, despite developing nausea, managed to keep his
eyes on the view screen. The mountains were still upside down, but rather than being directly in
front of them, they now appeared to be directly above them. As the craft span around to its
upright position it was, of course, revealed that the mountains were directly below them. The
plan had worked. They had avoided collision with the mountains.“Thank you, Kanick,” whispered
the captain, as he watched the trail of flaming debris in the rearview monitor.Bip sat alone in the
graveyard, listening to the slow tweet of some nameless songbird. He didn’t view the graveyard
with any sort of romantic morbidity; it was just that here amongst Kaneq’s dead and gone he
would be able to avoid the rest of the village.His father was buried around here somewhere, he
knew. At least, technically his father had been buried here, though his actual body had never
been recovered. It was an assumed grave for an assumed death, taking the view that anybody
who had been missing in the Ice Plains for as long as Bip’s father was either dead or…well, they
were most likely dead.Bip tried to imagine what his father might say to him now, if he were alive,
tried to imagine what words of advice he might have for his unemployable son. It was difficult. He
had never really been old enough to understand the man, who had been just another friendly
face in the sky who’d picked him up when he was upset and kissed his forehead at bedtime. He
realized with some dismay that he couldn’t even conjure up what his father had sounded like.He
sat on a tombstone and stared glumly at Old Bachalack and the Patient Mother, the two
mountains that permanently framed Kaneq’s skyline. They were unchanging and familiar and
extremely definite, and for this reason, they were normally a comforting sight for Bip in times of
uncertainty. Not today, though. Today he sat lost in thoughts of a bleak future.He was shaken
from his reverie by the sudden crack of a snapping twig behind him.“It’s a bugger, isn’t it? Death,
I mean,” Truggle said, rowing his rickety wheeled chair up to Bip’s side, his peanut-like head
dappled with sunlight.Bip was surprised. Though he had been around Truggle before, this was
as lucid as he had ever seen the elder. “I’m not thinking about death,” he replied.“Bloody hell, I
am,” said Truggle. “You start to, you know, when you get to my age.”Bip’s curiosity overtook his
etiquette. “How old are you, exactly?”Truggle counted on his fingers. “About…about a hundred
and sixty?” he ventured. “You don’t pay as much attention to your age when you hit triple
digits.”“A hundred and sixty? That’s…well, that’s very…old,” Bip finished lamely.“Thanks very
much,” said Truggle, cheerfully. “I intend to live for a good few years yet, though, so don’t look at
me like I’m half dust already.” He chuckled for a moment, then leaned over toward Bip with a
conspiratorial air. “They think I’m senile, you know,” he whispered. “A few toys lost in the attic. But
then, what do they know, eh? Best to let them think I’m barmy—saves me having to listen to
them, at least.”“You mean you pretend to be mad?” Bip said, shocked despite his
melancholy.“I’m a wise old fool,” Truggle mumbled, a distracted smile playing across his withered
lips. “And what they don’t know can’t hurt them.”“I think that’s utterly immoral,” said Bip.“I think it’s
bloody brilliant. You hear things, you know, when people think you’re barmy. You learn a lot about
people.”Bip stared at the ground, trying to indicate politely that he didn’t wish to talk any further.
A few minutes passed. In the silence, the sound of distant music could be heard on the



breeze.“That was some trick, by the way. Setting your feet on fire, I mean,” Truggel said, tapping
his fingers reflectively on his broom. Bip winced and continued his examination of the floor. More
moments of silence passed unchecked into the atmosphere.“Did you come to visit your father’s
grave?” said Truggle finally.“No,” said Bip. “It just seems like a…a waste of time if there’s no body
in it.”“I always thought it was rather touching that the community made honorary graves for those
who chose to venture out into the wilds,” Truggle mused.“My father didn’t choose to leave,” said
Bip glumly. “He just went out to practice some heavy psyence and didn’t come back. They said
he must have just got lost in a snowstorm.”“Oh really? Is that what they say?” Truggle lit his rank
pipe and took a few puffs. “Of course, what would they know?”Bip looked at the ground for a
while, then looked up at the sky. He turned to Truggle and looked into his watery gray eyes.
“What?” he said.“I wonder if it’s time for you to learn the truth, my lad.”“The truth about what?” Bip
replied.Truggle blew a thin cloud of smoke, and for a moment, Bip saw a twinkle of intelligence in
those old gray eyes that he had never noticed before. “The truth about everything,” he said.The
Sentinel screamed toward the ground, its repellent fields directed entirely around its underbelly
and nose. Inside, Finnegun checked their velocity one last time and quickly worked out the
probability of surviving such a crash. It would be fifty per cent, he thought, if we weren’t heading
toward a cliff face and consequently a thousand-foot drop onto a massive lake of ice.With an
unfathomable boom, the craft plunged into the snowy ground, its shielding causing gigantic
clods of earth to be ploughed up in front of it. The momentum of the impact sent the vessel
crashing through ice and snow toward the sheer cliff face at an alarming rate.Within the
foredeck, Finnegun closed his eyes once again as warning lights flashed and beeped in a rave
of panic. There is no way, he thought, that we can possibly slow down in time to avoid sliding
over the cliff. Bugger.As a sense of finality washed over him, Finnegun opened one of his eyes,
determined at least to face his fate head on. He was surprised to see that the landscape had
changed slightly; where before there had been an empty expanse between the tobogganing ship
and the cliff, there was now a gigantic, oddly shaped snow drift. Finnegun had just enough time
to wonder where it had come from before the Sentinel, smashing clouds of ice into the air,
collided with the mysterious snow drift with an odd suddenness and a sound that can only be
described as a colossal poff!Well, that was odd, thought Finnegun. And with that last thought, he
blacked out.Within its icy airbag, the craft gradually slowed and finally stopped, some way from
the cliff edge, and began cooling with loud tinging noises. There was a long period of stunned
silence.Darkness.A nagging sensation that he had something to be getting on with.More
darkness.An awareness of cold. A problem in the chronostatic chamber. Not supposed to feel.
Pain. Pain in his leg and neck.Darkness.“Captain?”Who, me?“Captain!”Five minutes,
please.“Captain, wake up!”“Muh?” said Finnegun, for the second time that day.“We made it, sir,”
Handen said, shaking him. “We’re alive!”“Jolly good,” said Finnegun, then groaned as his
protesting body began airing a long list of complaints. “Oh dear,” he said, wincing. “I think my leg
is broken. How is everyone else?”“We lost two more crew. Defty and Michaelmas. They were
killed on impact, sir.”Finnegun nodded. There seemed little else he could do. “Are all the other



crew in good shape?”“A few casualties, Captain, mostly superficial.”“We made it, then?” said
Finnegun, a smile spreading across his face for the first time in a few millennia.“I wouldn’t
celebrate just yet, Captain,” came a voice edged with familiar irritation. “We’re buried under tons
of snow, and making an exit could be a big problem without looking at a full damage report first.
Whatever it was that stopped us going over that cliff has us trapped! And to top it all off, the
power’s down, and I doubt we have much oxygen left.”“Ah, Izzy.” Finnegun smiled sleepily. “I’ve
always admired your optimistic, can-do attitude.”He looked across at the access hatch, which,
while open, merely opened onto tons of snow.“Well, then,” said Finnegun, shaking his groggy
head, “I suggest that everyone gets into their environment suits and prepares to clear an exit—”
He stopped abruptly and cocked his head toward the ceiling. There was an odd thumping
sound, like the shuffling of gigantic feet. The crew fell silent as the noise grew louder. After quite
some time, a flurry of snow began to cascade into the ship from the access hatch until a hollow
was made near the exit. A weak light and a bitter wind swept into the foredeck. Completely
against everyone’s expectations, a penguin plummeted from the sky and landed with a bang on
the ship’s deck. It was followed by several others, which proceeded to wallow around in
confusion, quacking with the attitude of an animal that has nothing better to do than quack.
Finnegun tried to think when he had last seen penguins…After a few minutes and several more
confused penguins, a face dangled from the top of the hatch. A face that Finnegun found
disturbingly familiar.“All right?” said the face.Bombing through space like a bullet, the Massive
Ball of Death twinkled prettily in the light of a nearby sun. Countless years in the coldness of
space had left the nuclear cluster dusted with ice, giving it the appearance of a huge and lethal
snowball.In a nearby galactic diner, situated on the third ring of the planet Xarghy’Putput, two
Snx’ Prtickas sat chewing merrily on Tch’ Paknap. They had been hauling a payload of Chifk’
kapow back to their home world of CnKTippkle, when they had stopped in the diner for a spot of
lunch. FnIk’rrr stared dreamily out of the window, his head resting in one of his twelve hands,
while Rrrrrrrrrr continued to scoff his Tch’ Paknap.Suddenly FnIk’rrr’s facial viewing mesh
widened in shock as the Massive Ball of Death zoomed through his field of perception. He could
see the enormous destructive potential of the man-made meteor and was alarmed that it was
being allowed to roam unchecked through such a widely used transport sector. He tapped his
twenty-six fingers nervously and considered telling Rrrrrrrrrr about his disturbing discovery.
Unfortunately, the Snx’Prticka’s language was vastly impractical (as were their seventeen
stomachs, their statically charged body hair, and the irrelevant trunks at the smalls of their
backs). In the time it would have taken for FnIk’rrr to voice his alarm in the cumbersome
Snx’Prticka dialect, the meteor would be long gone. It had taken them three hours merely to
order their lunch.FnIk’rrr tutted loudly through his vocal nostrils (which took several minutes) and
once again wished that the Snx’Prticka species wasn’t so crap.The Massive Ball of Death
continued to drift through space, accelerating slowly but surely as the gravitational pull of the
nearby sun altered its direction by a few degrees.5Kaneq: The Beginning and the End“What?”
spluttered Truggle as he flailed his arms and swiveled his head to and fro in confusion.“I said



wake up.” Bip sighed. “You fell asleep.”“What? No, I didn’t!” replied Truggle, blinking his eyes and
yawning hugely.“Yes, you did. You said something about the truth about everything and then you
just fell asleep.”“Really?” muttered Truggle. “Curse my ancient head, I’ve gone and spoiled a
perfectly good dramatic moment.”“Are we quite done here yet?” Bip said, tapping his foot
impatiently. “Only I had the rest of the afternoon booked for moping around and such…”“How
long was I asleep?” interrupted Truggle.“About five minutes?”“Then we’ve no time to lose! Quick,
lad, follow me!” With an elderly cackle, Truggle began rowing his wheelchair away at a surprising
speed, his broom sweeping at the ground like the world’s most enthusiastic janitor.“Wait!” cried
Bip. “What’s happening? Where are we going? Tell me before you fall asleep again!”Bip heaved
for breath as he followed Truggle’s chaotic path through the market square. The old man’s erratic
wheelchair steering, coupled with some well-targeted broom-prodding, was cutting a winding
passage through the crowds of revelers. Bip tried his best to keep the rampaging elder in sight.
He had never been particularly athletic, preferring slow comfortable paces, or better yet no pace
at all, so the unplanned exercise of chasing down a madman’s wheelchair was taking its toll on
his underused lungs.Bip had followed the old man’s unpredictable chase from the cemetery,
past the lumber camps, the farmlands, even the tanning houses and blacksmiths, until, nearly
falling over from exhaustion, they had arrived at the market square. What annoyed Bip was that,
without the diversions, the market square and the cemetery were only five minutes apart.Bip had
never seen a supermarket, so he had never seen a trolley with a wobbly wheel, and even if he
had, he certainly would have never chased a rocket-powered one. Thus, Bip was unable to
compare his recent experiences to anything in his personal frame of reference.Without warning,
Bip’s stumbling took him into a clearing at the edge of the square where, sitting casually and
smoking his long, foul pipe, was Truggle.“What took you so long?” he chided. Thankfully, Bip’s
breathless reply was unintelligible to the old man’s ears.“Come along, lad,” said the elder
cheerfully. “We haven’t far to go now.”“Where…are…we…go…ing?” Bip managed.“Didn’t I
mention that part?” said Truggle.“…o,” wheezed Bip.“I’m sure I did,” mused Truggle.“…” said
Bip.“Well, anyway, we’re going into the Dome.”Bip choked mid-wheeze. The Dome was one of
the few places in the community that was closed to the general public. Only the higher-ranking
psyentists and councilmen were allowed access to the mysterious building on the outskirts of
Kaneq... and the elders, of course. The contents of what was rumored to be Kaneq’s oldest
building were kept a deep secret. Even the most friendly and carefree of those who were allowed
access would turn quiet and withdrawn if their friends enquired about the Dome’s significance.
Of all the chosen elite who were allowed access to the Dome, and all the worthy who were not, it
seemed wrong for Bip to be invited to enter on the whim of someone who was quite possibly
insane. Even so, as Truggle wheeled away, Bip could not help but follow, his curiosity overriding
his sense of duty.After only a few minutes’ walk, following a surprisingly coherent and
straightforward route set by Truggle, Bip found himself at one of the few portal points in Kaneq’s
heatshield. Far on the opposite side of the shimmering barrier, he could see the distant snowy
mound of the Dome.It was not considered wise to attempt to enter Kaneq by simply walking



straight though the heatshield (unless you wanted a really, really deep tan), so exit and entrance
points were set up sporadically for the few occasions when a citizen might want access to the
rest of the Ice Plains. The dangers of going too close to the heatshield were stressed to
Kaneqians from an early age, and its value for keeping the unwanted elements outside far
outweighed the occasional fatality for those inside who would do anything for a laugh. As he
approached the portal point, Bip could feel the uncomfortably hot temperature of the transparent
heat wall, even though they were still some distance from it.The two psyentists manning the
portal point hesitated slightly when they saw Bip, but one nod from Truggle sent them
immediately into action. They concentrated on the equation that would allow a thin gap to
appear in the shield and grant access to the Dome. A faint shimmer and a loud fizzing noise
were the only indication that part of the colossal force field was being drawn aside like a huge,
boiling curtain. A third psyentist came up to Bip and offered him a very thick coat, fashioned from
the woolly hide of the snowcow, with huge gloves and a tight hood sewn into the heavy fabric.
Bip had a brief moment to wonder what the coat was for before an icy wind, the likes of which he
had never experienced, blasted cruelly from the slowly appearing portal.The Kaneqians deemed
it a necessity that the community should experience at least some of the winter season. For a
few months every year, a tolerable amount of ice and snow was allowed into the village. Bip, in
his childhood, had thoroughly enjoyed building snowmen and chucking snowballs with the other
kids in the brief winter spells. However, the season that lived just meters from the cozy embrace
of the ever-burning heatshield was not a light-hearted reminder of the frivolities of winter’s play.
No. It was a harsh, slapping cold that tore into the bone and into the soul. Bip clutched at his
body, shivering madly and immediately re-evaluating his decision to follow Truggle.“A bit nippy,
isn’t it?” said Truggle. “I should wrap up if I were you.”Bip clambered into the cumbersome coat
and relished the tiny relief it gave. They waited while an obliging psyentist tied some worn-out
skis onto Truggle’s wheelchair then ushered them out into the cold.Bip looked around at the vast
expanse of the Ice Plains and experienced an odd conflict of agoraphobia and claustrophobia.
Having spent most of his life in the familiarity of the village, the unreachable horizons and
towering mountains of the icy wilderness he now faced were intimidating to say the least, but the
thick whirling of the constant snow seemed to muffle sound, vision, and distance, adding an
uncomfortable sense of restriction to the cold panorama.It was only a few short minutes’ walk to
the Dome, which Truggle spent merrily gliding through the snowdrifts, singing an old drinking
song in a gruff tenor. The minutes were not so carefree for Bip, however, as he trudged
pathetically through the overwhelming elements, blinking away the stinging ice that was
continually thrown into his eyes. The moisture in the air forced him to remove his glasses,
meaning that the white blindness around him was even more blurred than before. Bip gave a
sigh of relief that turned to cold steam before him as they approached the Dome.The building
reminded Bip of the igloo he had turned Michaelmas’s house into, though on a much larger
scale. He briefly wondered how much effort it would take to make a mistake resulting in an igloo
as large as the Dome. Then he wondered miserably if he was capable of making it.Suddenly, Bip



realized that the raging winds around him had calmed somewhat and that the temperature had
warmed slightly.“Another heatshield,” called Truggle from ahead, by way of explanation. “Not a
big one, mind. It keeps the entrance clear.” He pointed to a large funnel in the snow that led
downward and seemingly underneath the dome.“Follow me!” he cried merrily, and slid down the
funnel into an all-embracing darkness. Bip heard the slight echo of an old man’s voice saying,
“Wheeeee!”Gulping back his doubts and considering the alternative of a harsh walk back to
Kaneq, Bip slid down the funnel.From some distance away, a beast watched as Bip disappeared
from view. It watched and thought about killing. The beast was a grubear, one of the most
ferocious creatures to stalk the snowbound tundra of the Ice Plains. Standing nearly seven feet
at the shoulder, the grubear’s shaggy, white hide was crisscrossed with scars from territorial
battles and the occasional challenging prey. It was old and tough, one of the most revered
hunter-killers even amongst its own competitive kind, but for some reason, it had left its normal
hunting territories, leaving them vulnerable to ambitious rivals. For days now, it had stalked an
unspecific but all-consuming hunger, fueled by the strange nagging whisper in the back of its
mind that had convinced it to give up its hard-won champion status and venture into unknown
territory. Now, finally, the grubear had found the source of the unexplained need to kill. It stared
hungrily at Bip’s disappearing frame and listened briefly to the maddening whispers in its head. It
knew what had to be done.If the beast had not been so intent on the unusual messages it was
receiving and had paid more attention to its innate ability to sense fluctuations in the surrounding
magnetic field, it would certainly have detected the presence of the monster behind it.
Unfortunately, even if the grubear had been able to detect the threat, it was massively
outmatched. A fist the size of boulder slammed down onto the oblivious beast’s back, snapping
its spine, and instantly ending its life. The grubear stood stock still for a moment, then fell heavily
to the ground. What had been a magnificent animal mere seconds ago was now just a lifeless
carcass, splayed and broken in the snow. The assailant lifted its massive fist from the rapidly
cooling corpse and absentmindedly rubbed its gory knuckles on its chest. Then it paused, tilted
its huge, hairy head, and listened carefully to the incessant whispering at the back of its
mind.Bip blinked rapidly, trying to adjust his eyes to the gloom. The slide down the funnel had
been uneventful, starting rapidly then slowing smoothly to a halt in the room he now stood in.
Peering into the darkness, Bip hoped for some clue as to the shape of the strange cavern. He
took a step forward and was unnerved to hear his footstep echo with a metallic ring.Without
warning, an eerie glow began to illuminate the darkness around him. The light had a misty
quality and emanated from no source Bip could locate. Soon the light was bright enough for him
to get a grasp of his surroundings. He gasped. The room was the largest indoor space he had
ever seen. The ceiling stretched too high into the darkness for him to see it, and the walls and
floor seemed to merge into one cylindrical curve. More impressive than the sheer scale of the
room was the fact that it seemed to be constructed entirely of a metallic substance. Metal was
not uncommon in Kaneq, being used in everything from plumbing pipes to cutlery, but the mining
and processing of the scarce metals in the surrounding Ice Plains was too costly a process to



encourage a large demand. The Kaneqians, with their carefully controlled environment, were
quite happy to construct most things from the more easily attainable wood sources within the
perimeter of the heatshield. Bip had never seen much metal in one place before, and the room
he found himself in now seemed horribly alien to his sensibilities.“Welcome to the Dome,” said
Truggle, his cracked voice resonating harshly. Bip, who had been staring in awe at the ceiling,
very nearly fell over in shock. It seemed that Truggle had come from nowhere.“Come along, lad,
we can’t be standing around gawking all day.” With that, Truggle wheeled his chair slightly
backward, causing a disc of white light to appear on the floor. Bip stepped backward
hesitantly.“What is this place?” he breathed.Truggle sucked thoughtfully at his gums. “Well, put it
like this; you’ve seen the fishers who head down to the frozen lake now and then?”“Yes.”“And you
know that, sometimes, when the season is right, they go out into the sea on boats?”Bip nodded.
He had seen boats, but only as they were constructed, never afloat.“Well, that’s sort of what this
is,” said Truggle, gesturing to the walls around them. “This is a really, really big boat.”Bip frowned
doubtfully.“Trust me, that’s the best way I can explain it. Now, come over here.”Bip started
hesitantly toward the glowing area of floor.“Come along—there’s nothing to be afraid of,” said
Truggle.For the second time that day, Bip took a leap of faith and stepped onto the quietly
pulsating disc. He nearly screamed in terror as the disc suddenly plummeted downward. Truggle
poked him reassuringly with his broom. “It’s an elevator, lad. It’s like a ladder but faster.”Bip
nodded and tried to calm down, but his terror was not so easily dismissed as they fell into the
unknown. Unlike the room they had come from, the corridor surrounding the elevator was
oppressively close. It was hard to judge their rate of descent, although occasionally an odd glow
would zip past them toward the ceiling at high speed. The only sound Bip could hear was the
faint swish of the traveling disc moving through the air.“Am I dreaming?” he whispered.“What are
you whispering for?” replied Truggle. “This place is huge! You can talk as loudly as you like!” He
demonstrated by screaming in Bip’s face.“Don’t you feel a little overwhelmed?” said Bip when
the echoes had died down.“Nah. You get used to it,” said Truggle “You get used to pretty much
everything when you’re as old as I am.”As they descended, the tight corridor gave way rapidly
until they were entering a room that, while not as big as the one they had come from, was still
enormous by Bip’s standards. He was slightly relieved, and a little surprised, to see that the room
was filled with people, all of them hurrying back and forth from various tasks. The room was also
filled with more metal contraptions, many of which twinkled with random lights or made the
occasional whirring sound. Bip could see no purpose to the various metal boxes, but many of the
people below seemed to be regarding them with great interest.As the disc came to a smooth
halt in the center of the room, Bip was surprised by how many of the people he recognized.
Whether it was from the tavern or merely passing them in the street, the various faces of the
Kaneqian elite were all familiar to Bip. Here, in this alien environment, he had expected to find
something different from the everyday citizens of Kaneq.“This is the archive,” said Truggle. “This
is where we keep the ancient wisdom, in case you’ve ever wondered.”“So it is true?” Bip gasped.
“There is an ancient wisdom?”“Well, not so much wisdom,” mused Truggle, “but certainly



information. Lots and lots of information. Some of it far too complex to tell us anything useful, but
some of it…well, some of it very useful indeed.”“Where do you keep it all?” said Bip, craning his
neck, searching the large but mostly empty room.“In these metal boxes,” Truggle said, banging
one of the contraptions with his broom for emphasis. Bip was unimpressed; on the occasions
when he had given any thought to the legendary “ancient wisdom” he had envisioned dusty
tomes of rotting leather, stacked ceiling-high in some neglected catacomb. The flashing box, as
pretty as it was, seemed a bit of a let-down.“They’re called computers,” said Truggle. “They’re
sort of a big library in a little box. Well, more like lots of big libraries in a box, really. We don’t fully
understand how they work anymore. They’re a relic of our ancestors, the founders.”“The
founders?” Bip’s prior disappointment dissipated dispassionately. Information about the pilgrims
who had decided to build Kaneq in the middle of a desolate wasteland was vague at best,
stating only that they had come from a far-off land to make a new home. Bip, like many other
Kaneqians, had always been curious about why the founders had chosen to live in such
isolation.“The founders, yes,” said Truggle, rubbing his hairy chin reflectively. “Yes, I suppose
that’s the best place to start. At the beginning, I mean.” He rowed himself over to one of the
computers, this one looking no different from the rest but for a contraption that resembled a large
and intricate pair of goggles, which Truggle gestured for Bip to look into. Bip, figuring that he had
gone along with everything else so far, looked into the goggles without hesitation.“Now this
might feel a bit funny…” said Truggle, and Bip felt his brain being sucked through his
eyeballs.Light. A million spectrums of multidimensional light. Solid light. Breathing light. Light that
looked like sound. Sound that felt like light. A sense of time passing. Passing the wrong way. A
feeling of incredible speed. Bip opened his eyes.Captain Finnegun opened his eyes. He wiped
the sweat from his brow and surveyed the handiwork of the combined efforts of the Sentinel’s
Elite-Gifted. What before had been a blizzard-soaked stretch of certain death had been
transformed into merely miles of dead countryside. The heatshield equation, especially at this
scale, was difficult to initiate but easy to maintain once established. Finnegun relaxed and turned
his attention to other matters. He tried to take a step and stumbled slightly. It wasn’t just the cold
that made this new land hard going; owing to the planet’s size and density, the gravity was
stronger than he was used to. It would be a trial just walking around until his muscles adapted.
He sighed. Another inconvenience in an already very inconvenient situation.After the crash
landing, they had decided to leave the Sentinel outside the perimeter of the heatshield, buried
under the tons of snow, lest it attract the attention of any locals who might not appreciate extra-
terrestrials in their back garden. Finnegun had thought the possibility of meeting anyone on the
icy continent unlikely at best, but the stranger who had rescued the crew had insisted that they
prepare for a long stay, and in turn, Handen had insisted on the various security procedures
designed for this particular turn of events.Finnegun allowed his mind to dwell on their odd
rescuer for a while. The stranger had disappeared, rather mysteriously, soon after explaining that
he thought it was extremely doubtful that the captain and his crew would be able to leave the ice
continent in the near future. He had been right. Even now the engineers and technicians were



trying to salvage any useful components from the Sentinel, but the main engine laid scattered in
fragments on a mountaintop several miles away. There was no question that the crew would
have to survive on the seemingly lifeless ice continent for quite a while. Erecting the heatshield
had been a good start to the long process of bunking down in a hostile environment.The captain
thought back to the face of the stranger who had helped them in their time of need. His striking
familiarity was still an intriguing mystery, and although Finnegun had formulated several
conclusions as to the rescuer’s origin, none of them were relevant to the situation at hand. He
would file his suspicions away for later consideration.Finnegun turned at the sound of
approaching footsteps. It was Izzy, her flustered features looking more flustered than usual.“It’s
bloody freezing out there,” she grumbled, shaking the snow from her spiky head.Finnegun
allowed himself a small smile. “I would have thought that after so many millennia in stasis you
would appreciate the feel of a real atmosphere again,” he mused.“A beach would have been
nice,” Izzy snapped, “but for preference anywhere but here would have been lovely.”“How’s the
salvage going?” said Finnegun“We have most of the provisions, various tools, various materials
we can recycle. Long term data storage is available for read only access, and probably will be for
the foreseeable future. It’s one of the few useful systems that relies on the secondary reserve
batteries.”“Communications?”“Down. We tried to bypass them to available power sources, but
the danger of an overload is too great. The Mother Tongue survived intact, but without the
appropriate amplification relays we’ve no hope of sending any more sub-space messages. Or
even deep-space messages, for that matter.”“I wouldn’t worry about it, Izzy; if the message was
received, they will come for us. If not, they know where we are.”The two stood for a while,
watching the rest of the Elite-Gifted as they began to cultivate the dead land within the
heatshield, encouraging life wherever they could find it.“I’m sorry about Kanick,” said Finnegun,
after a while. “I know you and he were—”“He did what was…necessary,” said Izzy, not looking up
from the ground.“Even so…” said Finnegun.“Even so…” Izzy agreed.The two Clarions stood
awhile, gently steaming as the snow melted from their shoulders.“We buried him along with
Defty and Michaelmas,” said Izzy, sighing heavily.Finnegun nodded his approval. Though the
remains of the three crew members who had given their lives for the survival of their shipmates
had been evaporated along with the main engine, the honorary grave and ceremony was very
typical of the Clarion people, who would treat and tend the graves as though they contained the
mortal remains of their lost comrades.Finnegun pretended not to notice as Izzy sniffed loudly
and walked away. He would have liked to say something comforting, but there were many things
to be done and there would be time to mourn later.He thought again about the mysterious
stranger who had helped them in their time of need. He thought about one of the various
conclusions he had reached and took a laser pen from his top pocket. Bending down, grunting
slightly with the unaccustomed effort, he picked up one of the smaller debris fragments of the
ship’s hull and began to burn a message into it with meticulous handwriting. It was possible that
the information on the ship’s computers would remain accessible for centuries to come, even
without primary power, but sometimes it was best to put faith in more tangible and traditional



forms of communication.He began the letter with, “To whom it may concern…”To whom it may
concern…A long time ago, further back than the birth of the oldest sun, there were sides to pick.
Two sides to the basic conflict. Before there was war, there was always order and chaos, and
those who knew this chose their sides.And the sides competed.Many ages ago we, the Clarion
people, looked to the stars and wondered if there was other life in the universe. We reached out
nervously with signals and ships to discover if we were alone in existence and, in a moment that
would define our history, we made Contact. Suddenly the universe was a more interesting place.
Our reality had changed. Our existence had been redefined. We looked upon the stars and knew
we were not alone. Soon, we had bridged our tiny solar system with a wondrous and intriguing
intergalactic community of uncountable alien souls, and in doing so had opened our minds to
information beyond our imagination…It was then that we learned of the sides and the conflict,
then that we learned of the Caretakers and the Discordance; those who defended order and
those who actively sought chaos. It was then that we learnt of the Choice, something that all
civilizations will eventually encounter. We were obligated to decide whether we believed order
should be protected and nurtured in the ultraverse, or whether unfettered chaos is the natural
and proper state of things, in which no life form has the right to interfere. Being what we were
and believing what we did, we chose order, joining many other species and uniting in a common
and simple goal: to protect less evolved life forms from the forces of adverse randominity, the
shadows of those who would see order disrupted.There were other factions across the
ultraverse, other subgroups and divisions. There were the Indifferents, the Interferers, the
Headstarters, the Optimists, the Harshliners, the Resounding Yessers, the Nearsayers, the Old
Guards and the New Pop Fallacy and many, many more. But the alliance that dedicated itself
purely to protecting order called themselves the Caretakers.The Caretakers would use their
powers and technology to watch over less developed species, keeping them safe from the harsh
surprises of the ultraverse until they were better able to decide their own destiny, as we had so
long ago. We took it upon ourselves to watch over worlds until they could make the Choice, and
regardless of what they chose, we believe that to live long enough to realize this choice is the
right of every civilization.Now to the matter at hand…It was the duty of the Clarions, and
specifically the crew of the Sentinel, to ensure that the planet of Bersch reached an appropriate
level of maturity without interference from hostile outside forces. Unfortunately, due to
circumstances outside our expectations, the Sentinel is now unable to defend the planet of
Bersch. In a thousand years’ time, from this day, Bersch will be utterly destroyed by a powerful
astral disaster.It is my hope that Clarion reservists will arrive in time to intervene. Until then, the
mission of the Sentinel remains the same: we must attempt to protect Bersch, or at the very least
warn its inhabitants of the impending danger.I am unsure how long my crew will be stranded, or
how soon we will be able to warn the planet’s inhabitants of their precarious situation. For now,
we will remain, as always, Caretakers.Captain Julius Finnegun. EG.The SS Sentinel6Big Fat
Responsibilities
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